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Market Structure in the New Gas Economy:
Is Cartelization Possible?
Ronald Soligo and Amy Myers Jaffe

Introduction
Natural gas is quickly becoming one of the most important sources of world energy supply. The
increasing importance of natural gas to modern economies raises new concerns regarding the
security of gas supplies and the potential formation of a gas cartel similar to OPEC.

Figure 1 shows the growth in trade of gas over the last 30 years. This growth has been propelled
by environmental concerns as well as by new technologies that have increased the viability of
gas as a substitute for oil and coal, such as the combined cycle gas generator, that has
significantly increased efficiency of producing electricity from gas, and new technologies in
transportation, liquefaction and regasification of natural gas that has significantly lowered the
cost of LNG.
Figure 1
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In addition to growth in the volume of trade and the share of gas in world energy use, the nature
of the international gas market itself is changing. Heretofore, the market for natural gas outside
of the U.S. has been characterized by bilateral contracts between suppliers and buyers. The risks
inherent in large upfront investment costs in either pipelines or in tankers and onshore
liquefaction and gasification terminals for LNG was ameliorated by long term contracts that tied
gas from a specific field to consumption in a particular market. Because transportation costs,
especially for LNG, were relatively high, the level of international trade in gas was limited.

In recent years, as a result of technological improvements that have lowered the cost of LNG and
long-distance pipelines, the volume of gas traded in international markets is rapidly increasing.
This increased liquidity in the market has promoted the emergence of a spot (non-contract) LNG
market. This development is similar to that which has emerged in the market for oil over the last
three decades.

As gas becomes a more important input to industrialized economies and the volume of gas traded
in international markets increase, large consuming countries will begin to focus increasingly on
the security and availability of their gas supplies. In addition, given the apparent similarities
between the development of oil and gas markets, the question arises as to whether the structure
of the gas market will evolve towards that prevailing in the market for crude oil. Concern for
maintaining a secure supply of reasonably priced natural gas, which up to now has taken a back
seat to its sister fuel, will increasingly be viewed as a vital national interest. This change is bound
to influence the “geopolitics of natural gas”. This paper will investigate key variables that might
influence this geopolitics and postulate consumer countries response to the new reality of a gasfed world.

Framing the Issues
Two key issues are likely to drive the development of gas geopolitics. One relates to the
concerns of gas importers for “gas security.” The second issue relates to whether a cartel similar
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to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) will emerge in the gas market.
Both of these issues are only just now starting to appear on the world stage.

In May 2001, The Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF) held its first ministerial meeting in
Tehran with the aim to enhance consultation and coordination among gas producers. The
meeting included Algeria, Brunei, Iran, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Russia,
Norway and Turkmenistan. Although the GECF ministers’ announcement emphasized that they
did not intend to pursue a production sharing agreement and quota system during the initial
meeting, certain individual members of the group have debated the merits of exercising some
form of market influence or control.1 Such ideas have been gaining momentum since the group’s
first session.

A second official ministerial meeting of GECF was held in 2002 in Algiers and attended by 13
countries including Bolivia, Egypt, Libya, and Venezuela, which did not attend the first meeting
in Tehran. Norway and Turkmenistan did not the second meeting. In 2003, GECF held a third
ministerial meeting in Doha, Qatar, with 14 members in attendance including Algeria, Brunei,
Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Libya, Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Russia, Trinidad and Tobago, the
United Arab Emirates, Venezuela and one observer, Norway. The same grouping attended this
year’s meeting in Cairo and agreed to establish an executive bureau.

Producer associations both national and international are quite common. They serve as a forum
to discuss common problems and provide useful information to members. They can also serve a
useful public function of lobbying for regulatory changes to enhance the development of their
industry. These associations can also work against the public interest – if they collaborate to raise
prices or lobby for regulatory changes that restrict competition. It remains unclear what sort of
association the GECF will become.

The discussion in the paper is divided into 6 sections. The first section deals with the
concentration of gas resources and exports. Section two discusses the security of gas supply
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relative to its geographical location and concentration of supply.

The remaining sections

investigate the options for the creation and policies of a Gas OPEC, taking into considerations
studies of the historical experience of oil OPEC.
Key findings of the paper are:
a) The overall distribution of world natural gas reserves is more concentrated than the
distribution of oil resources in the sense that the countries with the largest gas reserves have a
larger share of world reserves than is the case for oil. For example, the two countries with the
largest gas reserves, Russia and Iran, have roughly 45% of world natural gas reserves while the
two countries with the largest oil reserves, Saudi Arabia and Iraq, have 36% of world oil
reserves. The five-country concentration ratio for the two fuels is roughly the same at 62%.
However, the regional concentration of gas resources is more diverse. Middle East countries
hold only 36% of natural gas reserves – as opposed to 65% of oil reserves. The former Soviet
Union represents a second equally important region for gas production and exports.

b) Over the long term, gas exports may eventually become concentrated in the hands of
just a few major producers. However, it will take many years to work off a plethora of supplies
from within major consuming regions and small competitive fringe producers.

c) The Gas Exporting Countries Forum has too many members with competing interests
to constrain effectively new capacity expansion projects in the immediate term. It is likely to be
at least two decades before they can assert sustained monopoly power in world gas markets. It
might be possible, however, for a large gas producer(s) to gain short term rents in particular
markets by manipulating availability of immediate supplies.

d) As world LNG markets become more liquid, it will be feasible for the emergence of a
“swing producer” to emerge in spot LNG trade. In the intermediate term, Qatar is best position
to assume this role due to its current plans to add quickly to its spare export capacity and its
relatively greater financial freedom given its small population compared to its resource wealth.
In the longer term, Russia may play a critical price arbitrage role between eastern and western
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markets, with the potential to extract rents from its dominant position in the market, but its
ability to play a role as swing producer will be constrained by its large population, high costs and
more diversified industry that includes a mix of private and public companies.

Distribution of Reserves and Exports
In order to understand how the world’s major powers will respond to the increased dependence
on gas as a fuel, it is important to start with an analysis of the availability and location of world
gas resources. A comparison with oil illuminates the discussion, for, as in the case of oil, the
location of the largest gas deposits is not coincident with the location of demand. This lack of
coincidence has necessitated significant international movements of both oil and gas. Future
growth in the relative use of gas will result in even more international trade in both pipeline gas
and LNG.

It is often said that gas resources are more varied and dispersed than oil and therefore sufficient
concentration does not exist for the effective creation of a gas cartel. However, the facts are more
nuanced as shown in Tables 1 and 2 that show the geographical distribution of natural gas
reserves and net exports for both oil and natural gas.
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Table 1: Distribution of Oil and Gas Reserves 2003
Oil
Country
Saudi Arabia
Iraq
Iran
Kuwait
UAE
Russia
Venezuela
Nigeria
Libya
China
United States
Other FSU
Qatar
Mexico
Algeria
Brazil
Norway
Angola
Indonesia
Oman
Canada
Rest of world

Natural Gas
Share
25.3%
11.1%
9.7%
9.6%
6.1%
5.7%
5.1%
3.1%
2.9%
2.3%
2.2%
2.0%
1.9%
1.7%
1.3%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
6.8%

Cumulative
Share
25.3%
36.4%
46.1%
55.6%
61.7%
67.4%
72.5%
75.6%
78.5%
80.8%
83.0%
85.1%
87.0%
88.6%
89.9%
90.8%
91.7%
92.6%
93.1%
93.7%
94.2%
100.0%

Country
Russia
Iran
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
UAE
United States
Algeria
Venezuela
Nigeria
Iraq
Indonesia
Australia
Norway
Malaysia
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
Kazakhstan
Netherlands
Canada
Egypt
China
Rest of World

Share
30.5%
14.8%
9.2%
4.1%
3.9%
3.4%
2.9%
2.7%
2.3%
2.0%
1.7%
1.6%
1.4%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%
1.2%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1.0%
10.3%

Cumulative
Share
30.5%
45.3%
54.5%
58.6%
62.4%
65.8%
68.7%
71.4%
73.7%
75.7%
77.3%
79.0%
80.4%
81.7%
83.0%
84.2%
85.4%
86.5%
87.6%
88.7%
89.7%
100.0%

Source: EIA. Oil reserves from World Oil. Gas reserves from Oil and Gas Journal2

On a reserves basis, distribution of gas resources is indeed highly concentrated at the top of the
distribution, with 45% of natural gas reserves lying in only two countries: Russia and Iran. Oil
reserves are actually slightly less concentrated - the two countries with the largest reserves hold
36%. A similar relationship holds when comparing the three and four country concentration
ratios. However, the five country concentration ratio is roughly the same for oil and gas – in
both cases the top 5 countries hold 62% of total world reserves. Going further down the list
shows that gas reserves are slightly less concentrated than oil reserves. For example, the 10
countries with the largest reserves hold 81% of oil reserves but only 76% of gas reserves.
6

An important difference in terms of the geographical concentration is that while the largest oil
reserves are all in Middle East countries, the largest gas reserves are in Russia. Middle East
countries are still very important, holding 36% of natural gas reserves – as opposed to 65% of oil
reserves. The specific countries in the Middle East that have the largest gas reserves, Iran and
Qatar, are different from those with the largest oil reserves, Saudi Arabia and Iraq. Saudi Arabia,
Iran and UAE are in the top 5 spots in both the gas and oil lists. Thus, the gas world is less
concentrated in the sense that there are two geographically separate regions of high reserves as
opposed to oil where the Middle East is of unparalleled importance.

Resource concentration only tells part of the story, however. The market power of a country will
be reflected in its share of total output – or more importantly, exports. We employ exports rather
than production as a measure of the dominance of countries in world markets since market power
is more likely to be related to its share of total internationally traded gas and oil than its share of
total output. For example, the U.S. is amongst the largest producers of both oil and gas but is a
net importer of both. The smaller Gulf producers, on the other hand, have more modest output
levels but are significant players in the export markets.

Table 2 shows the distribution of current net exports. Again, contrary to popular perception, the
geographical concentration of gas exports is higher than that for oil. Saudi Arabia, the largest
exporter of oil has 16.4% of the export market while Russia, the largest gas exporter, has 28.1%.
The largest four oil exporters have only a 39.2% share while the largest four gas exports have a
62.8% share.

The higher concentration of gas exports is due to the relatively undeveloped state of gas relative
to oil markets as well as the low level of LNG as compared with pipelines as a means for
exports. For example, the largest gas exporters, Russia and Canada are countries connected by
pipeline to large gas consumers – Europe and the U.S. – with well-developed gas distribution
infrastructure.
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Table 2: Distribution of Oil and Gas Exports 2001
Oil

Natural Gas

Saudi Arabia

Cumulative
Share Share
16.4
%
16.4%

Russia
Norway
Venezuela
Malaysia
Iran
UAE
Nigeria
Iraq
Kuwait
Mexico
Algeria
Libya
United Kingdom
Oman
Qatar
Canada
Angola

9.7%
7.0%
6.1%
5.7%
5.4%
4.7%
4.3%
4.2%
4.0%
3.5%
2.9%
2.6%
1.9%
1.9%
1.8%
1.7%
1.5%

26.1%
33.1%
39.2%
44.9%
50.3%
55.1%
59.3%
63.5%
67.6%
71.1%
74.0%
76.7%
78.6%
80.5%
82.3%
84.0%
85.5%

Kazakhstan
Argentina
Colombia

1.3%
0.9%
0.8%
11.5
%

86.8%
87.7%
88.5%

Canada
Algeria
Norway
Turkmenistan
Indonesia
Netherlands
Malaysia
Uzbekistan
Qatar
United Kingdom
Australia
Brunei
Nigeria
Oman
UAE
Argentina
Burma
Trinidad
and
Tobago
0.6% 98.7%
Bolivia
0.6% 99.4%
Denmark
0.5% 99.9%

100.0%

Libya

Country

Rest of World

Country
Russia

Cumulativ
Share e Share
28.1
%
28.1%
17.0
%
45.1%
9.5% 54.6%
8.2% 62.8%
6.3% 69.1%
5.3% 74.4%
4.5% 78.9%
3.4% 82.4%
2.9% 85.3%
2.6% 87.9%
1.6% 89.5%
1.6% 91.1%
1.5% 92.5%
1.4% 94.0%
1.2% 95.2%
1.1% 96.3%
1.0% 97.3%
0.8% 98.1%

0.1% 100.0%

Source: EIA. Data from Oil and Gas Journal

Table 3 compares the share of reserves and production of various regions for both oil and natural
gas. The table also shows the ratio of the production share to the reserve share which gives some
indication of the degree to which a region’s resources are being exploited.
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Table 3: Reserve and Production Shares for Oil and Gas
OIL
Gas
Ratios P/R
Reserves Production Reserves
Production
Oil Gas
North America
4.4%
19.8%
4.6%
30.8%
4.5
6.7
Central & S. America 7.3%
9.4%
4.5%
4.4%
1.3
1.0
Western Europe
1.6%
9.0%
3.5%
11.3%
5.6
3.2
Eastern Europe &
FSU
7.9%
11.6%
35.7%
28.0%
1.5
0.8
Middle East
64.7% 29.1%
36.0%
9.3%
0.4
0.3
Africa
9.3%
10.5%
7.6%
5.3%
1.1
0.7
Asia & Oceania
4.7%
10.7%
8.1%
11.0%
2.3 1.4
Source: Tables 1 and
2.

As the table shows, North America and Western Europe are areas where gas reserves are being
fully developed. These two areas have only 8.1% of gas reserves but produce 42.1% of gas
output. For oil they have 6% of reserves and produce 28.8% of output. The Middle East is an
area where gas resources are underexploited even relative to oil. While the Middle Eastern share
of gas reserves is 36%, their share of output is only 9.3%. Africa and Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union (essentially Russia) are also areas where resources are relatively
underdeveloped. The significance of these data is that gas production has largely been geared to
provide for local domestic consumption and export to nearby consumer countries that can be
easily connected by pipeline. As the cost of LNG continues to fall, many countries will join
producers like Indonesia, Algeria, Malaysia and Australia to further develop their gas resources
for export.

Security of Supply: Geographic Location
The concentration of oil resources in the Middle East has been a major feature of international oil
markets for over three decades. While there are many volatile areas around the world that
produce oil, there is no other area with the same concentration of production as the Middle East.
The probability that there would be simultaneous disruptions in several oil producing areas
outside the Middle East that could knock out significant oil supplies beyond 3 million barrels a
day are relatively small. By contrast, markets tend to think of the Middle East as an area where
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events in one country can easily impinge on the fortunes of others. In general, these perceptions
of interdependence mean that events in the Middle East will appear to, and have over recent
history, threaten large quantities of oil and hence produce larger price reactions than one would
expect from disruptions or instability in other non-Middle East producing areas. Moreover,
growing dependence on oil from one supply region, in this case, the Middle East, strengthens the
monopoly power of those suppliers with consequences for longer run prices.

With respect to natural gas, Tables 1 and 3 show that the location of gas reserves are more
diversified regionally than oil. The Middle East, the source of much instability, accounts for
only 36% of world gas reserves while accounting for almost 65% of oil reserves. Even to the
extent that political disturbances in the Middle East can easily spread from one country to
another, such disturbances will likely have a smaller effect on gas markets than on oil markets.
This is particularly true in the near term as several major Middle East gas reserve holders,
notably Saudi Arabia, Iran and Iraq, are not likely to become major gas exporters for some time
– given economic and political disadvantages they face. The fact that large reserves are located
in Russia is a major source of geographic diversification and stability for world gas markets.
Russia has its own areas of conflict but they are distant from the location of gas reserves. In
addition, potentially destabilizing incidents in the Middle East and Russia are unlikely to be
correlated.

In terms of energy markets as a whole, this shift to gas will be helpful to diversifying the
geographic concentration of energy supply. Not only are the two major, prolific gas resource
producing regions, the Middle East and the former Soviet Union not contiguous, but within the
Middle East region, gas reserves are not concentrated in the same countries as oil reserves. Iran
and Qatar have 69% of Middle East gas reserves but only 17.9% of oil. Saudi Arabia and Iraq
account for only 56.3% of regional oil reserves but only 16.9% of regional gas reserves.
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The Potential for a Gas Cartel: Lessons from Oil Markets
As mentioned above, several gas exporting countries joined together to form the Gas Exporting
Countries Forum (GECF) in 2001. Ostensibly, the Forum is to focus on “promoting policy
discussion and exploring avenues of technical cooperation”3. Yet, more than half of the 14
participants in GFEC are members of OPEC and several other GECF participants have
occasionally provided varying support for production sharing cutbacks implemented by OPEC
but involving non-OPEC participation. So, can GECF evolve into an effective cartel with
significant power? That is the issue discussed in this section.

The GECF has already tried, unsuccessfully, to exercise some collective influence in the
European market. The first example is its attempt to create a unified response to liberalization in
Europe. At the second official meeting of GECF in Algiers in early 2002 a working group,
including Russia and Algeria, was set up to discuss gas supply issues with the European Union
(EU). Following such working group sessions, Algeria and Russia made clear that they wanted to
band with other gas exporters to resist EU attempts to outlaw destination clauses that prevent
buyers from reselling gas.4 The option to resell gas is a pivotal mechanism for market arbitrage
and efficiency that can restrict sellers from segregating markets and exercising monopolistic
influence.5

In another example, Egypt, at the third Ministerial meeting of GECF in Qatar in February 2003,
proposed that the exporter group initiate a gas pricing change in Europe by ending the link to
crude oil prices in hopes to create better market penetration for gas.6 Both of these proposals
have so far not advanced further, and a gas cartel remains at a theoretical stage.

Cartels are difficult to create and maintain and especially so when there are more than just a few
members. The reasons are well known. The cartel must decide how much to restrict output
which must be less than what would be collectively produced in the absence of the cartel.
Allocating production quotas among members is difficult because each member has different
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needs, ambitions and uncertain bargaining power. Once agreement is reached, however, each
member can benefit at the expense of others by cheating on the quota. The larger the number of
members and more liquid the market, the more difficult it is to detect who is doing the cheating.
There is also the problem of how the cartel can punish a cheater even if caught. Finally, the cartel
must deter entry into the industry; otherwise its share of the market will shrink along with its
power to set price or other market conditions.

OPEC is generally considered a textbook case of a cartel although there remains considerable
disagreement on its efficacy. Mabro7 surveys the literature, including other surveys, and points
out the myriad of explanations –other than OPEC manipulation-- that have been offered for
major swings in oil prices as well as the many models that have been put forth to explain OPEC
behavior. As Smith8 shows, the debate continues. Despite the ambiguity regarding just how
much market power OPEC or Saudi Arabia exhibited at any particular time, several facts remain
clear. Oil prices are significantly above the marginal costs of production in some of the largest
OPEC producers.9 It is also accepted that in situations where investment in capacity lags growth
in demand, OPEC can temporarily raise prices by modestly restricting output. It is also
understood that Saudi Arabia has at times fulfilled a special role in maintaining price discipline
within OPEC. By maintaining excess capacity, Saudi Arabia is a “swing producer” that can flood
the market and drive down oil prices to punish members who may exceed their quotas on the one
hand and increase production to moderate price increases and hence limit new entry by fringe
producers on the other.10

Moreover, it is clear that any cartel would be more effective at raising and maintaining prices if it
controlled capacity growth of its members as opposed to trying to persuade individual producers
to produce less than their capacity. Excess capacity will, of course, occur from time to time as
demand fluctuates, but the ability to set prices in the longer term would be facilitated by
coordinating capacity expansion even more so than output levels.
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Over the years, Saudi Arabia’s enormous reserves and high oil revenue earnings capability
relative to its population has facilitated its role as disciplinarian. For example, Saudi Arabia has
oversupplied oil markets twice in face of stiff market competition, once in 1985 when non-OPEC
production was on a sharp upward path and again in 1997 when Venezuela was embarked on an
aggressive policy to increase its market share. The 1985 price decline lasted for several years
although it should be noted that some authors, citing interviews and documents from the Reagan
Administration, have suggested that the prolonged depression of prices was also engineered, in
collaboration with the U.S., in order to deny revenue to the Soviet Union so as to put stress on
their ability to match the growing U.S. defense expenditures of the Reagan era and finance the
war in Afghanistan.11 It is not clear that Saudi Arabia could execute the same sort of policy
today given its much larger population and revenue needs and its growing public debt.12 In
addition, the revival of the Russian oil industry and future re-emergence of Iraq as a significant
oil exporter may diminish the Saudi role as the dominant force in oil markets.

The need to control capacity expansion and the dominant role of Saudi Arabia as an enforcer
came together in the late 1990s in the Saudi reaction to Venezuelan capacity expansion in the
1990s. Venezuela had been actively expanding its oil production capacity through an opening up
to foreign direct investment by American oil companies initiated in 1992. The program was
expected to take Venezuela’s oil production as high as 7 million barrels a day by 2010, a level
almost rivaling Saudi Arabia. For a period of many months in 1998-1999, Saudi Arabia publicly
warned Venezuela to stop overproducing and to abandon its plans to expand its oil market share.
It threatened to initiate an oil price war to eliminate the incentives for continued investment in
Venezuela and to “punish” the Venezuelan government.

Venezuela failed to heed Saudi

warnings, and as markets softened in 1998, Saudi Arabia refused to cut backs it production as
oil prices moved into a free fall. When oil prices reached a low of $8 a barrel in 1999,
Venezuela was forced to concede. Ironically, in part related to financial troubles, Venezuela
experienced a change in government, and the new Venezuelan government immediately trimmed
back plans to expand oil production capacity. In fact, continued political unrest in Venezuela, in
the aftermath of the entire financial debacle stimulated by the 1998 oil price crash, led to an oil
workers strike that has set Venezuela’s state oil industry back tremendously. Venezuela’s
production capacity has fallen from 3.7 million barrels a day prior to the election of Hugo
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Chavez in 1999 to just over 2 million b/d today, contributing dramatically to the tightening of oil
markets in recent years and related high prices.13 A Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy
School of Government executive seminar report on “Oil and Security” in May 2003 concluded
that this Saudi strategy, “has been costly for countries attempting to challenge the position of
Saudi Arabia. The Saudis have responded aggressively and ruthlessly to protect their leading role
in the world market.”14

Ironically, OPEC’s ability to limit capacity expansion has been aided by sanctions levied by
Western countries against several OPEC members: Iran, Iraq, and Libya, which among other
effects, discouraged investment in these key producing countries.15 Without those sanctions, it is
unlikely that OPEC could have controlled capacity expansion to the level of success seen in
recent years.16 There were other factors limiting investment in capacity. For example, the rapidly
expanding populations in many OPEC countries created intense pressures on state treasuries for
expanded social services, leaving less money to be spent on oil sector expansion.17

In the late 1980s, OPEC had planned capacity expansions to a total of 32.95 million barrels a day
targeted for 1995, but by early 1997, OPEC capacity had reached only 29 million barrels a day.
Iran, Libya and Iraq all failed to achieve their production targets.18 All these factors have
contributed to a general stagnation of OPEC capacity since the late 1990s. In fact, as table 4
below shows, OPEC capacity has actually fallen since 1979, not increased.
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Table 4 OPEC Sustainable Capacity- Historical to Present

Member Country
Saudi Arabia
Iran
Iraq
Kuwait*
UAE
Qatar
Venezuela
Nigeria
Indonesia
Libya
Algeria
Total
Call on Opec
Spare Capacity

1979
10.84
7.00
4.00
3.34
2.50
0.65
2.40
2.50
1.80
2.50
1.23
38.76
34.01
4.75

1983
11.30
3.00
1.50
2.80
2.90
0.65
2.50
2.40
1.60
2.00
1.10
31.75
16.65
15.10

1990
8.00
3.10
3.60
2.40
2.20
0.40
2.60
1.80
1.25
1.50
0.75
27.60
22.20
5.40

1997
9.65
3.70
2.30
2.40
2.40
0.71
3.45
2.00
1.40
1.45
0.88
30.34
27.59
2.75

1998
9.50
3.70
2.80
2.40
2.40
0.72
3.30
2.05
1.35
1.45
0.88
30.55
25.85
4.70

2000
9.50
3.75
2.90
2.40
2.40
0.73
2.98
2.10
1.35
1.45
0.88
30.44
30.04
0.40

2001
9.90
3.80
3.05
2.40
2.45
0.75
3.10
2.30
1.30
1.45
0.88
31.38
28.23
3.15

2003
10.15
3.80
2.20
2.50
2.50
0.75
2.50
2.30
1.15
1.45
1.15
30.45
29.20
1.25

(Source: Baker Institute estimates, Hetco Trading, PIW)

Modeling OPEC
There are a number of different ways in which economists have attempted to model OPEC in
order to explain its behavior. The “dominant firm” model is one that captures some important
aspects of OPEC. The model divides industry producers into one large firm (or cartel) and many
other smaller firms that can be called the competitive fringe. Figure 2 below, drawn from
Perloff19 illustrates the model.
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Figure 2: Dominant Firm Equilibrium

The world demand curve for oil is given by the curve labeled D. The supply curve of the
competitive fringe is given by S’. The demand curve facing the dominant firm (OPEC) is the
residual demand curve constructed by taking, for each price, total world demand and fringe
supply. That curve, shown as D r in the diagram gives the amount of oil that OPEC can sell at
each price. Having monopoly power, OPEC will then maximize its profits by setting output at
the point where marginal revenue is equal to marginal cost. In the diagram MR r is the cartel’s
marginal revenue curve while MC d shows its marginal cost curve. OPEC produces qd* , and sets
price equal to P ∗ . The fringe produces Q*f and total output is Qd* .

The market power of the cartel with monopoly power is measured by the extent to which it can
set price above marginal cost and is given by the equation:

P
1
=
MC 1+ (1/εd )
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Market power is determined by the elasticity of demand facing the cartel - which is a weighted
average of the elasticity of aggregate demand and the elasticity of fringe supply where the
weights are the inverse of the market share of the dominant firm and the ratio of outputs on
fringe producers to that of the dominant firm respectively. It is given by the equation:

εd = ε × (Qd /qd ) + ε f × (Qd − qd )/qd
Where εd is the elasticity of the residual demand curve
And ε is the elasticity of the aggregate demand curve

ε f is the elasticity of the competitive fringe

Holding all else constant, pricing power of OPEC is enhanced the more inelastic the aggregate
demand curve and the fringe supply and the larger its market share.

This model is useful to the analysis of OPEC because it highlights the importance of the
competitive fringe, as well as other factors, in limiting the market power of OPEC. Efforts to
raise prices by restricting cartel output will be limited if the higher prices result in a large
increase in supply from non-OPEC members or in large decreases in oil consumption. The mid
1980s demonstrated the importance of both of these factors when, in response to the sharp oil
price increases in the early and late 1970s, non-OPEC production increased rapidly at the same
time that demand decreased, in part, because consumers learned how to economize on energy.
The fall in demand was aggravated by the recession that occurred at the same time.

The dominant firm framework can also be used to gain insight as to the future path of oil prices.
The International Energy Agency and other forecasters are projecting that non-OPEC production
could reach peak levels as early as 2010.20 This might be interpreted to suggest that the elasticity
of supply of the fringe will be reduced in the future– that there will be a smaller supply response
by non-OPEC producers if prices should increase in the future as compared with the past. As
discussed above, a reduction in the supply elasticity of the fringe will reduce the elasticity of
demand facing OPEC for its oil and increase OPEC’s market power. So, as the potential for
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increasing fringe supplies over time diminishes, the result will be to give OPEC (Saudi Arabia or
the OPEC core) more pricing power.

Many forecasts of future world oil markets contend that OPEC’s share of the world oil market
will markedly increase in the coming decades. For example, the IEA estimates that OPEC’s
share of total supply will increase from 38% in 2000 to 48% in 2020. This increase in market
share would in and of itself increase the monopoly power of OPEC. However, as Gately21 points
out, IEA projections for OPEC supply are calculated as a residual between world demand and
non-OPEC supply. These estimates do not take into consideration whether incentives will be in
place for OPEC to actually increase its supply to the high forecasted levels. Indeed, Gately
argues that the IEA forecasts that OPEC will meet rising demand are not consistent with the
interests of OPEC producers themselves. A firm with monopoly power has no incentive to
produce where the marginal revenue of output is negative. Gately argues that that is precisely
what is implied for OPEC by the IEA forecasts.

Gately’s work suggests that the IEA may be overly optimistic about future oil prices, which are
assumed to remain flat to 2010 and then gradually increase. Indeed, the recent rise in oil prices is
already inconsistent with the IEA assumption although it is still not clear whether current prices
are a short term aberration or a glimpse of what lies ahead.

It is important to note that Gately does not discuss the issue of whether OPEC members can
agree to future quotas. So while it may be in their collective interest to restrict future output, it is
not certain that they will be able to cooperate to do so. In favor of Gately’s thesis is the fact that
in a growing market, each member country will be able to increase output even if its share
remains unchanged. Collusion is generally easier in a non-zero sum environment. However, if
one or more major OPEC members were to make a large drive towards rapid capacity expansion,
this would make it more difficult for the producer group to reach strong agreements.
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Prospects for a Gas OPEC
The requirements for an effective cartel are that there should be a relatively small number of
producers who control a substantial share of the market, that it must be able to establish and
enforce production quotas, control capacity expansion and restrict entry of new producers at the
fringe. Controlling capacity expansion is a preferred way of restricting output of cartel members
since capacity will limit the ability to cheat and the extent of actual production cheating.22 New
entrants, or capacity expansion by existing producers who are not in the cartel, will undermine
the effectiveness of the cartel unless their size is small relative to market growth.

The data in Table 2 showing country shares of the gas export market suggest that GECF could
evolve into an institution with market power similar to that of OPEC. Seven counties, fewer than
the membership of OPEC, currently account for almost 79% of the gas export market! That
suggests that there already is a sufficient number of producers to form a price setting cartel.
However, three of those seven, Canada, Norway and the Netherlands would be unlikely to join a
gas producers’ cartel given their ties to the industrialized West and thereby conflicting interests.
The remaining four exporters would control only 49.2% of exports. Still, adding the next three
largest exporters would bring market share to 58%. However, without Russia, the share of the
remaining 6 countries falls to only 30% - probably too little to wield much market power. It
seems, therefore, that Russian participation is critical for a successful cartel.

But while concentration of current exports is fairly high, the potential for a significant increase in
output and exports from other countries is also very large. Table 1 showed that there were a large
number of countries with significant gas reserves – say with at least 1% of the world’s reserves.
With a reduction in transport costs and the further development of a gas market, many of these
reserves will be developed without significant price increases. In the context of the dominant
firm model, the elasticity of supply of fringe producers is large thus limiting the pricing power of
a small group of producers – even including Russia. Eventually, as in oil, gas production in the
fringe will peak, and the market power of the cartel would be enhanced. The timing of these
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events will be determined by the rate at which gas demand grows and gas reserves both within
the cartel and in the competitive fringe are developed.

There are additional impediments to the formation of an effective gas cartel. One challenge is the
competition of gas with other fuels. Unlike oil where there are few substitutes in the
transportation sector, natural gas must compete with coal, oil, hydroelectric and nuclear power in
most of its uses. In terms of the dominant firm model, the existence of many substitutes for gas
increases the elasticity of demand for gas, both in the aggregate and for cartel output. A higher
elasticity of demand will translate into reduced market power of the cartel. Improvements in the
safety of nuclear power and reductions in the cost of clean-coal technologies will, over time,
lower the upper limit to gas (and oil) prices that a cartel can set without triggering massive
defections to alternative energy sources. But it must be remembered that a time lag is likely to
exist between the time at which a gas cartel can assert its power to accrue rents and the time it
will take natural gas users to make the capital investment to shift to facilities that can utilize
alternative fuels.

The interdependence between gas and oil markets presents an additional challenge for a gas
producers group. There will be an overlap of members who already participate in the OPEC oil
cartel and those who would be members of a gas cartel. But there will be some countries that will
be a member of only one or the other. As the gas market develops further and gas supplies
become a more readily available alternative to oil in many parts of the world, price competition
between gas and oil may increase. This could complicate the politics of both cartel organizations
since the largest gas producers are not necessarily the countries with the largest oil production
potential. Gas on oil competition between new major gas producers and the major oil producers
in particular growth markets such as China or Japan could cause market share rivalries and
political tensions that could weaken the market power of both organizations. Cooperation
between the two cartels would be difficult because a larger number of members in the larger
coalition would make it unwieldy. On the other hand, Russia will be a major player in both
markets and the link between oil and gas prices may induce it to join or at least cooperate with
OPEC.
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Certain OPEC oil countries have recognized this possible future connection between oil and gas.
In the official communiqué of the second summit of heads of state and government of OPEC
member countries on 28 September 2000, OPEC recognized a group interest in promoting both
oil and gas use, as opposed to just oil use. The OPEC document said the cartel should seek to
promote the “use of both oil and gas in circumstances where they can be substituted for other
fuels that are recognized as being damaging to the global environment.”23

This language was

interpreted by analysts to mean that OPEC heads of state were concerning themselves with the
future of regulating gas sales and prices as well as just oil markets.

As an aside, it should be noted that from the point of view of oil consumers, the prospect of
growing competition between oil and gas on a worldwide basis would be welcomed. To the
extent that Gately is correct that OPEC will not have the incentives to produce the quantity of oil
that is forecast by IEA projections, the growth of gas production and exports would ameliorate
some of the bullish price effects on oil that is implicit in his analysis.

Privatization of gas reserves and the gas transport network in producer countries may also
present an impediment to the formation of a successful gas cartel. It will be easier for national,
state-owned, producers to participate in a cartel than for privately owned firms that might have
different objectives from the state. If a number of private Russian gas producers emerge, it will
be more difficult to reconcile their conflicting corporate ambitions with OPEC-related
production quotas.

On the other hand, it must be noted that the experience of the Texas Railroad commission which
pro-rationed production shares in Texas with a significant impact on U.S. oil prices in the 1960s
suggests that such coordination is not impossible. Nonetheless, Russia’s participation in a gas
cartel will be facilitated to the extent that Gazprom (now merged with state oil firm Rosneft) will
maintain its monopoly in gas production and transmission. However, even if ownership of
production is liberalized, continued Russian state control of transmission capacity alone could
force producers to cooperate.
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Liberalization of energy markets in consumer countries will also hinder cartel development to
the extent that it fosters competition not only between gas and other energy sources but also
between different sources of gas. From the perspective of an importing country, having different,
competing sources of gas effectively increases the elasticity of demand facing a cartel and
reduces its market power. For example, even Algeria and Russia’s limited goals to roll back EU
strictures on resale contracts proved too difficult in the European context given competitive
pipeline supply from Northern Europe and a variety of LNG suppliers such as Nigeria and Egypt
that could quickly take over market share in Spain. Moreover, even Algeria itself was conflicted
because of the attractive opportunity to expand its market share via the Italian pipeline system in
nascent Eastern European markets, weakening its market leverage with Italian buyers.

Controlling capacity expansion is probably more important to an effective gas cartel than it is for
oil. The very high costs of building the infrastructure for a gas project puts great pressure on
owners to fully utilize their capacity. But controlling capacity investments will be difficult. For
example, the large number of producers currently participating in GECF would have to agree to
some system of staggering new capacity investment projects. Countries that were required to
postpone such investments would be penalized in the sense that they would not be able to
immediately benefit from the revenues that would be generated by monetizing those reserves.
The present discounted value of their reserves would be reduced. Also, many countries face
pressing needs for development funds and will be subject to pressures to exploit their resources
as quickly as possible. A fair system of staggering investments would require that those countries
at the head of the queue would compensate those who were relegated to positions further on
down. The large number of members might mean that many large resource-owning countries
would have to wait a long time for a turn to expand capacity. The Rice World Gas Trade Model,
for example, shows that demand growth will not make space for major expansion of Greenfield
Iranian and Saudi gas resources until after 2020.24

Finally, an effective cartel requires an ability to enforce discipline amongst members to prevent
cheating on quotas. As we have seen, in OPEC this role has been performed by Saudi Arabia
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who maintained excess capacity so that it could be the swing producer – to moderate price
increases to discourage new entrants and to lower prices in order to punish transgressors.

The role of swing producer will be much more costly for a gas producer than in the case of oil
because of the much higher fixed costs associated with gas projects. For gas, the swing producer
would have to maintain excess liquefaction and LNG tanker capacity or gas pipeline capacity as
well extra production and storage capacity. Given the costs, the role may not be attractive and
consequently could go unfilled. Fawzi25 points out that
“In the oil industry, it is estimated that a 1 percent capacity surplus in worldwide oil production (assuming an investment of $3,000 per daily barrel) would
cost about $2.2 billion. By contrast, creating a 1 percent surplus in world-wide
gas production, assuming that the entire 1 percent was brought to market as
LNG, would have a price tag of about $13.8 billion (in field development,
liquefaction and tankers)”
An option is to have a core group in the cartel that would act collectively as swing producers so
as to spread the costs over a larger number of members. But such a plan would mean that the
costs of decision making increases. Moreover, the potential for agreement diminishes as the
number of members increases. The need for collective action would result in a weaker cartel than
having a single country fulfill the role of swing producer. The absence of any swing producer
would require that the cartel find other ways to enforce agreements; otherwise it would become
irrelevant if faced with cheating which is very likely.

To the extent that one country would fulfill the role of swing producer, the likely candidates for
such a role in a gas cartel would be countries with the largest reserves. Two such candidates are
Russia or Qatar although in each case, there are factors that may inhibit them from playing such
a role.

There are several reasons why Russia might not play the roll of swing producer. First, the cost of
excess capacity includes the opportunity cost of foregone public revenues from gas production
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and export – the value of the public goods and services that are not produced as a result of excess
capacity. Russia has a very large population and many developmental and social needs. There
will be great pressure over the next several years to produce at capacity in order to generate as
much government revenues as possible. Second, gas production might in the future be
undertaken with participation by privately owned companies, since state monopoly Gazprom
might not be able to meet demand inside Russia and in European markets on its own. Since it
will not be in the interest of private companies to maintain excess capacity some mechanism
would have to be developed to force them to do so. As discussed above, private ownership is not
a bar to cartelization but regulating private firms is not as easy as dealing with a single state
monopoly. The retention of control of the export infrastructure by the government or government
enterprise could provide the impetus for production sharing rules.26

In theory, Qatar may be better placed to play the role of swing producer even though its reserves
are substantially below that of Russia. Qatar reserves are very high relative to its population and
the need to maintain output to generate adequate revenue is not as urgent as in the case of Russia.
Qatar will export LNG which does not require an extensive dedicated transport infrastructure as
does pipeline transport and because of its geographic position, will be well placed to move
supplies to all three major markets in Asia, Europe and the U.S. Finally, given its first mover
advantages and prolific reserves, Qatar “has the lowest exploration and development costs for
gas of any region in the world”27. However, according to projections from the Rice World Gas
Model (see Table 5 below), Qatar will have a relatively small share of world gas exports – in the
3-4 percent range until 2030. Still, its share of LNG exports will be approximately 10 percent
which, given the inflexibility of pipeline gas, may be sufficient to give Qatar enough leverage to
influence world gas prices.

Other large reserve holders such as Saudi Arabia, Iran and Iraq are unlikely candidates for the
swing producer role because they will not become significant exporters until after 2030 Nigeria,
despite its modest reserves, is predicted to have a significant share of world exports by 2020
(6.2%). This share, driven by LNG exports to the U.S., will increase to 7% by 2030. Nigeria is
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unlikely to be a swing producer, however, because of its large population and pressing revenue
needs.

Table 5, which shows forecasts from the Rice World Gas Model, predicts that gas development
in Russia will continue to be a pivotal factor in global gas market development.28 Russia has the
advantage that it lies between two of the world’s largest energy consuming areas, Europe to the
West and East Asia to its East. It is also advantaged by the fact that it can reach these markets
easily by pipeline. Its largest potential competitors, primarily in the Middle East, will have to
rely on higher cost, more distant LNG to compete in those markets.

Table 5: Share of Total Gas Exports
2002
2010
Russia
29.0% 16.7%
Kazakhstan
2.1%
8.2%
Turkmenistan
5.5%
3.8%
Canada
13.9% 8.0%
Algeria
11.9% 10.9%
Nigeria
1.5%
2.3%
Angola
0.1%
Indonesia
6.7%
5.0%
Malaysia
3.7%
4.3%
Brunei
1.5%
1.2%
Australia
1.6%
1.6%
Iran
0.0%
0.0%
Qatar
2.9%
3.3%
Saudi Arabia
0.0%
0.0%
Norway
8.6%
7.4%
Greenland
0.0%
0.0%
Trinidad & Tobago
1.2%
2.3%
Venezuela
0.0%
0.0%
Rest of World
9.8%
25.0%

2020
18.1%
5.4%
3.1%
3.4%
6.7%
6.2%
0.5%
5.0%
3.1%
1.1%
2.8%
0.0%
3.9%
0.0%
6.3%
0.0%
1.6%
1.1%
31.8%

2030
17.3%
2.5%
3.6%
0.0%
2.0%
7.0%
0.9%
5.3%
1.1%
1.1%
7.0%
2.5%
6.8%
4.1%
5.4%
0.0%
0.7%
3.7%
29.1%

2040
19.4%
0.6%
4.3%
0.0%
0.3%
5.3%
0.8%
4.4%
0.0%
0.5%
7.6%
6.5%
8.5%
7.2%
4.5%
1.9%
0.0%
3.1%
25.2%

Source: Rice World Gas Model

Table 5 shows, that Russia’s share of the gas export market will decline from current levels but
will remain the highest worldwide even out to 2040. It has, and will continue to have, such a
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commanding share of the gas trade that it alone could exert some monopoly power. The export
share from other countries in the Former Soviet Union, primarily Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan,
whose export routes are currently controlled by Russia, will increase significantly in the short
run from a current combined level of 7.6 percent to 12.0 percent by 2010 and then will decline
gradually.

Because of other LNG suppliers who are closer to end-user markets and pipeline gas
competitors, the Rice model projects that Qatar’s share will hover around 3-4 percent of the
export market until after 2020 despite its massive resource base. Iran and Saudi Arabia, as
indicated above, will be late developers. They are not expected to be exporters until after 2025.
The results of the Rice world gas Model are based on the assumption that the pattern and level of
investments in gas development and production are motivated by strictly economic criteria, in
particular that investment occurs where and when it is most efficient. The relative economic
attractiveness of Russian pipeline gas compared to distant LNG promotes a modeling outcome
showing Russian gas coming on line to an overwhelmingly greater extent than the resources of
the Middle East. For the next two decades, Russia’s capability to exercise significant market
power will be limited to it ability to appropriate the difference in costs between its pipeline gas
and the higher cost of LNG from the Middle East and Africa. In the context of our earlier
discussion of the dominant firm model, the elasticity of supply of the fringe, in this case
including LNG capacity from the Middle East and Africa, is relatively inelastic over a small
range of prices. But once prices reach the level that would cover these LNG costs, the supply
from the competitive fringe becomes very elastic, essentially eliminating any power that the
Russians would have to raise prices further.

Over the longer term, as gas production capacity peaks in the various regions containing more
limited gas production potential, including regions in or near industrialized economies,
cooperation between LNG suppliers and Russia will become increasingly attractive. By 2020, the
Rice gas model predicts that Russia in combination with Algeria, Nigeria, Indonesia, Qatar and
Venezuela will account for 48.7 percent of world exports potentially giving this group
considerable market power. Russia’s incentive to cooperate with these other producers that are
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members of OPEC is enhanced by the fact that oil and gas are close substitutes, and overall
market power could be strengthen by cooperating on pricing for both fuels. Thus, it might be in
Russian interests to collude with all OPEC members to coordinate and attempt to set prices for
both oil and natural gas.

Conclusion
The foregoing discussion suggests that any gas producer group is unlikely to exercise significant
market power in the near term. While Russia has a large share of the export market currently, its
sales are directed at Europe where there are several alternative sources of supply- especially from
North Africa and Northern Europe. In the intermediate term, say to 2020, Russia’s dominance is
predicted to decline but a small group consisting of Russia, and several members of OPEC
(Algeria, Nigeria, Indonesia, Qatar and Venezuela) could command as much as forty-nine
percent of the export market by 2020.

Initially, the ability of this group, or a subset of it, to set price will be constrained by the fact that
there are many countries with sufficient undeveloped resources to provide for many competing
sources of supply – at the right price. However, eventually, a point will be reached in the long
term, say beyond 2030, when much of the alternative supplies would have peaked, and those
countries that have large reserves will be in a very strong market position. It would seem to be in
the interests of Russia to cooperate with OPEC to at least limit gas on oil competition. The
extent to which this small group of oil and gas exporters will be able to exercise monopoly
power will be determined, among other factors, by technological improvements that will affect
the cost and attractiveness of other competing fuels such as coal, nuclear or renewable energy.

Options available to consumer countries are limited and well known. Deregulating their own
energy sectors, to permit utilities more freedom in setting prices, in choice of technology and in
contracting with fuel suppliers will have the effect of increasing the elasticity of their demand for
gas and limiting the market power of gas sellers. Consuming countries can also actively promote
the technologies that will increase competition between gas and alternative energy sources. The
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potential emergence of significant monopoly power by gas exporters seems to be at least a
decade or two away, permitting a realistic time frame for pursuing those new technologies to
replace natural gas as it becomes more subject to the influence of a gas cartel.
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